
 

Literacy – Thursday 14.1.2021 

 

Spelling 

 Watch the video with the sounds and spelling words for the 

week. 

 Practise sounding them out using your spelling fingers.  

 Choose the column or the words that you would like to work 

with. Today you will practise them by doing pyramid writing 

for your active spelling. (You could also try different active 

spelling ways that you have at your home spelling jotter). 

*Example:     home        h 

           ho 

           hom 

         home 
 

Reading for Enjoyment 

 Choose a book from your own book library and read it for 15 

minutes. You could also choose a book from your Read, Write, 

Count bag or from the Oxford Owl website. 

P3a login        P3b login 

Username: broup3a     Username: broup3b 

Password: broughtonp3a Password: broughtonp3b 

 

 

 



 

Reading 

 Some of today’s reading tasks are based on the first chapter 

of ‘How to Train your Dragon’ which we read yesterday. If 

you want to listen to it again here is the video link – 

 

 The following tasks are labelled with 1 star, 2 stars or 3 

stars. Choose the activity with the right level of challenge 

for you. If you choose an activity and find that it is too 

challenging, try one with fewer stars. If you choose an 

activity and find that you need more challenge, try one with 

more stars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



       

 

Choose the correct word and write it in the space. 

 

1. The cliff was ________________. (big/ pen/ hit) 

 

2. He feels ________________. (pain/ sick/ web) 

 

3. Put it in the _________________. (pot, bag, basket) 

 

4. The _______________ is asleep. (dragon/ light/ man) 

 

5. Hiccup __________ small. (was/ be/ am) 

 

Now read the following sentences and list all the words you can 

find with the sound ‘ai’. 

 



 

Choose the correct word and write it in the space. 

 

1. Hiccup __________ up to his ankles in snow.  

(sat/ stood/ put) 

2. Hiccup had ___________ sick since he woke up. 

(felt/ went/ did) 

3. Gobber was ____________ with a mad beard.  

(short/ old/ tall) 

4. Gobber was very loud and liked to ______________. 

(shout/ whisper/ talk) 

5. The other ______________ said Hiccup was useless.  

(girls/ boys/ adults) 

6. They had to _______________ a baby dragon. 

(kill/ sleep/ catch) 

7. The caves in the _____________ looked like a skull. 

(cliff/ beach/ island) 

8. Each boy had a _______________ and a torch. 

(bag/ box/ basket) 

 

Now listen again to the story and list all the words you can 

hear with the long vowel sound E.  

Make sure you use the correct spelling when you write them.  

‘ee’, ‘ea’, e_e or y. 

 

 

 



 

 

Choose the correct word and write it in the space. 

 

 

 

 

1. A smallish Viking with a longish name stood up to his 

_____________ in snow. 

2. “PAY ATTENTION!” _______________ Gobber the Belch, 

the solider in charge of teaching _________________. 

3. He was a seven-foot ___________ with a mad glint in his 

one working eye and a __________ like exploding fireworks. 

4. It is only the VIKING HEROES who ____________to tame 

the wildest, most dangerous _________________on earth.  

5. The cliff loomed ________________ high above them, 

black and ________________. 

6. Dragons do not like cold ______________ and the snow will 

probably ____________them in their tracks. 

7. Gobber walked along the line, lighting the ____________ 

that each boy held in front of him from the great flare in 

his_________________.  

dizzyingly  hand  Initiation  beard   stop 

creatures  ankles  dare   screamed  giant 

sinister   torch  weather 



Now listen again to the story and list all the words you can hear 

that are compound words.  

Remember a compound word is a word is made up of 2 words 

joined together. 

 


